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Hunkering down and hibernating
By the time you get this I
(Debbie) will have just
turned fifty. I suspect
that I will want to do a
lot of hunkering down,
hibernating, and hiding
from the unalterable
truth of my half century.
I don’t know if it worries
me more, now that we
are farming, or less. Our
plans are so long term.
Help a new heifer calf
into the world and she
may be with you for 15
years or more and that

would take me to retirement. With a November birthday, the desire
to hibernate is always
strong in any case, and
Hard Hattie tortoise has
set us an example and is
already in deep sleep,
hidden from view for
the next six months.
Of course, hunkering
down South Yeo style
simply means fitting
more activity into
shorter daylight hours,
but the upside is gor-

geous log fire warmth
to enjoy in the long
evenings. It’s the time
when we decide which
of our plans take precedence for the coming
year. I suspect those
plans might include: reroofing cow shed #2;
creating some hard
standing in or next to
the barn where we
lamb and handle sheep,
to improve our sheep
foot care; putting down
some hard core in our

gateways to reduce the
slush factor; more
hedgelaying and fencing. I’d like to think
that we’ll also action
our hopes for having
one fun day out each
month (or two). There
are so many gorgeous
places in Devon that
we’ve yet to explore,
the moors, the coast,
the valleys . I want to
stand on the top of
Dartmoor and ooh at
the Herdwick sheep and
the Belted Galloway
cattle. I want to gawk
at twisted oaks coated
in lichens and mosses. I
want fish and chips as
the wind whips sea air
round my ears and the
dogs ask for just one
more chip. I want a lot,
really, but that’s a good
thing, surely?
Happy New Year everyone .
The house twinkling
at dusk
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A poor year for cider making
It might have been a good year
for the roses, and it certainly
was for the butternut squashes
and chillies, protected by the
polytunnel, but the orchard was
a bit of a disappointment this
year. Not one plum or gage,
damsons rotted wetly on the
tree, a couple of medlars, and I
saw a small but nice crop of
pears and the next day the wind
had dropped them into the eager bills of the geese.

culinary varieties that somehow resisted the paucity of
bees, the frost and the continual wet.
We managed a couple of days

of milling and pressing, and our Apple
& Orchard day saw people off clutching juice for either slurping as is or
turning into cider. But no plum crumbles or medlar cheese in 2012. We
will survive.

The apple trees on the east side
of orchard were mostly bare,
even though they usually yield
great sack and barrel loads of
Bramleys, Blenheim Orange and
other goodies. The west side
was a little more forgiving, but
even then it was the cider apples rather than the dessert and

Thinking about Christmas presents?
If you’re feeling the cold and want
to cuddle into something cosy on
your favourite armchair or sofa, or
fancy wriggling your toes into
something warm, we have plenty
of our beautiful Welsh Mountain
lambskins available. They are
tanned for us in one of the very
few remaining tanneries in the UK,
on Dartmoor. I can send photos of
a selection if you’re interested.
Torwens are chocolate brown with
a cream border, Torddu are cream
with a chocolate border, entirely
natural. Lambskins are £70, larger
sheepskins are £85 (inc delivery)

Torwen lambskin below

A whole Welsh
Mountain Badger
Face lamb box

Torddu lambskin above
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Cowshed #2
It may not be as posh as cowshed #1,
but we were hugely relieved to convert the lean-to of the Dutch barn in
time to bring all the cows in this winter, a full six weeks before we had to
do it last year. And why another cowshed? Well, we need to have somewhere to separate the weaned young
stock from their mothers, the herd
has doubled in size, and there are a
million other reasons why we have
arranged both sheds with the ability
to keep various groups or pairings
apart. As you can see from the photo,
Willow and Bollie, both in calf, definitely don’t need any hard feed—they
are fit and fat enough on hay, while
Peaceful the heifer in the next pen,
needs feeding up as she hasn’t got a
huge amount of milk for her lovely
calf Mellow. Mind you, Willow and
Bollie certainly bellow their frustra-

tion at not being given cattle
nuts as I rattle them into
Peaceful and Mellow’s manger.
We’re still mucking out both
sheds by hand (well, fork and
wheelbarrow), and it takes an

What a lot of buttocks
Here they are, Daphne’s new
litter of piglets, at a delightful
3 weeks old. After giving
birth to one piglet at 5am,
nothing else happened for 3
hours, and then they all flew
out, keen to see what the
outside world had to offer.
Milk, mostly, as far as they
are concerned. They scamper
about like autumn leaves in a
fresh gust , full of beans and
playfulness. That one on the
left is MASSIVE. Wonderful
sleek bodies, velveteen and
warm. Ahhhh.

Willow & Bollie in cowshed #2
hour every morning. I’m running out of songs to sing to
them, but I think Dancing
Queen is a favourite, as is
anything by Nina Simone.

SOUTH YEO FARM WEST
Happy holidays
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We wish all our friends
and customers the very
best wishes for a happy
holiday season and here’s
to a wonderful 2013. We
hope all your plans and
dreams have good outcomes and that exciting
things come to pass. So
many of the people we
know and meet are doing

interesting and extraordinary things; long may
that continue. Perhaps
there will be snow to
mark a fresh start; if so,
the dogs will be deliriously
happy, and that’s contagious.

In other news…
* Come on, what other
newsletter do you get that
shows you beautifully
scattered poo? And anyway, why are we showing
you beautifully scattered
poo? Because it’s the cow
dung that has rotted down
since last winter, producing black gold that is now
fertilising Higher Down.
Just the one field. But
now we have doubled the
number of cows, next year
we can fertilise two. So
much excitement I can
hardly contain myself.

* Then there’s the tale of
Casanova, the Whiteface
Dartmoor ram, who de-

cided he didn’t like to be
on his own so ran off
down the river valley to
visit, literally, pastures
new. It took us two
hours to find him, following a trail of curly
white wool left tantalisingly on strands of wire
fencing. Once found it
took a couple of minutes
to catch him & put him
in the stock box behind
the tractor to trundle
the two miles home.
That’s him, mister lover
boy, on the right, with
the nifty horns.

anced it on the bale
spike & inched it to the
open barn so I could
work in the dry. A simple job; the gate a
metal frame divided
into 4 sections I had
only to cut off the top
quarter & remove some
* Andrew on taking the of the cladding so the
stupid pills: Cowshed #2 vertically challenged
needed a sheeted gate (Debbie) would have a
to keep the rain off, &
clear view of the cows.
leaning against the wall With goggles, gloves &
was the massive gate
ear defenders & the
removed from shed #1 applause of the Health
last year. Far too heavy & Safety elves in my
to lift by hand, I balears I seized the angle

grinder, cut through first
upright, along the cladding, through middle upright & onward. A lovely
straight cut, tidy edges &
square corners...except
when I stood back I realised that I’d cut the
bloomin’ thing in half!
Where’s that welding kit?

